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WHAT KILLED FIVE BAT RAYS IN LAKE MERRITT?
LMI follows the clues – LMI volunteers were shocked to find a 3 ½ foot dead bat ray in the lake when they
arrived to scoop out trash at the Glen Echo inlet last month (2/21). Reports of more dead rays reached
Rotary Nature Center’s Chief Naturalist Stephanie and
LMI’s Director James. In all, 5 dead rays were found along
the shoreline in the past few weeks (Kristi Whitfield). A
flurry of emails among concerned citizens, naturalists and
scientists ensued.

Photo: Bat ray - James Robinson 2/21/17

Stephanie Benevidez, Chief Naturalist for the LM Wildlife
Refuge, immediately connected the dots. She noted that the
tide gates that control water flow into the lake were closed at
the time when bat rays might have normally exited into the
bay to seek more favorable water conditions (discussed in
Feb Tidings). Although water (and one would think fish) are
allowed to leave the lake during storms through the 7th St.
Flood Control Station, the pathway leads through the
massive pump. Ahead of the station, trash gratings with at
most 8” horizontal clearance may keep very large fish from
passing.

What were the toxic conditions that killed the bat rays? Could low salinity have been the problem? January
and February’s rains diluted Lake Merritt’s normally brackish surface water to 10 parts per thousand (ppt)
compared to its usual 20-35 ppt1. Could there be another explanation?
Lake Merritt “stratifies” during rain events as low density rainwater “floats” above the saltier estuary water.
The lower layer becomes depleted of oxygen (see LMI website: Dr. Bailey’s 2000 DO Paper2, The Tidings2;
AMEC 2014-2015 Water Quality Monitoring Report1). In the past, the bottom layer remained within the
ray’s salinity comfort zone of >25ppt3. However, researchers have found that bat rays require more oxygen
when the salinity is low to keep their salt balance4. Oakland High students found that bottom salinity was
significantly lower and dissolved oxygen higher than usual in mid-February and early March 20178.
Despite the low salinity, we suggest that an old familiar scenario may be to blame: tide gate closures
causing increased stratification and low DO at the lake bottom. AMEC1 reported anoxic (0 parts per
million (ppm) DO) and hypoxic (3 ppm DO or less) conditions at the bottom when tide gates were closed in
January and February 2015, a period which experienced similar but less extreme rainfall to 2017. Surface
salinity and DO are comparable for the two years (approx. 10 ppt salinity; 8 ppm DO). Unfortunately, we do
not have monitoring data for the critical months of January - February 2017 leading up to the bat ray deaths.

What can be done?
The City of Oakland Public Works Department is responsible
for stewardship of Lake Merritt and needs to demand from
the District more transparency in tide gate operations. The
AMEC report recommended that “the City explore with the
District prioritizing keeping the tide gates open as long as
possible and provide flood control but improve water
quality.” Dr. Bailey argues that flood control could be
accomplished in a manner least likely to create low DO (and
now low salinity) conditions:





Connect the County’s microwave tide level data in the
lake to a City or LMI recorder as well.
Update the computer software that controls the tide
gates to be more flexible and based on hourly
Photo of open tide gate; Constance Taylor 2014
determined chances of flooding rather than the current
50%forecast of rain.
Install a lake-wide bubbler system, as was proposed by two prominent scientists (but rejected). This
would insure adequate oxygen even during a 100-year storm when gates are closed and pumps used.

Not only wildlife will be helped, but the aesthetic (olfactory) appeal of the Jewel of Oakland for recreation,
business and quality of life are at stake –the bottom line. Citizens can express concerns to County
Supervisors Wilma Chan and Keith Carson (https://www.acgov.org/board/), S.F. Bay Regional Water
Control Board Director, Bruce Wolfe (bwolfe@waterboards.ca.gov), and the ACFCD (info@acpwa.org).
Natural History6: Bat rays are native to coastal and estuarine habitats all along the eastern Pacific and in the
Galapagos. They are not endangered. They are considered marine ,comfortable with 33-35 ppt salt, but
venture into fresher water down to 20 ppt. On the outer coast, they migrate seasonally out to sea in the rainy
season, but researchers think that they are tracking favorable temperatures, not salinity4,5. Living bat rays
have been seen at all seasons in LM.
Bat rays have separate sexes and internal fertilization. Mating takes place, often in aggregations in spring and
summer and 2-10 babies emerge from their mothers a year later. Their babies are born alive tail first wrapped
in their “wings”. It takes males 2 years to mature at about 2 feet across and 10 lbs. Females take 5-6 years to
mature. They must reach at least 50 lbs., and can reach 200 lbs. A bat ray can live up to 23 years!

WHAT A BEAUTIFUL SIGHT! – BUT CLOSED TO BOATS UNTIL MAY 1st 2017!
Cheers to the citizens of Oakland for funding
MEASURE DD! The channel extends free and clear
from 7th street all the way to the lake.

The now open 10th St. bridge across the channel

Sarah Herbelin, Director of the Lake Merritt Boating
Center, reminds everyone that boats may not enter
the Lake Merritt channel between October
1st and April 30th by City Ordinance to protect
migrating birds and Rental Boats may never enter the
channel. There will eventually be warning signs
posted at the 12th St. pedestrian bridge and a barrier
across the channel like the one near the bird
islands. Because of its shallow waters and sandy
shore, the channel is important habitat for sensitive
species like the Barrow’s Golden-eye diving duck.

Boats are not allowed in the Lake Merritt Channel until May 1st! LMBC rentals may not enter the
Channel at any time!





Private boats must register at the boathouse, wear a Coast Guard approved life jacket, and pay a $2
launch fee. No motor boats!
7th St. MEASURE DD redesign is not complete. When it is, boats will probably still need to pull up
on the bank and portage through the tunnel. Tidal currents in the channel can be strong enough to
overpower boaters. The mudflats by the station make it difficult for rescue boats to reach stranded
boats.
Private boats entering the lake will have to check in with the Lake Merritt Boating Center.

CLIMATE CORNER – TRUMP DOES NOT CARE, BUT YOU SHOULD, BECAUSE…
-A Guest Editorial by Dr. Richard Bailey
Disease is just one of the ways in which climate change threatens us. Hotter temperatures promote the spread
of mosquitos which carry pathogens. For example:




Dengue fever is spread by the same mosquitos that carry the Zika virus. In this century, cases have
been reported in Texas, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.
Reemergence of malaria in central China is attributed to heavier rainfall and increases in
temperatures.
Water-borne diseases—cholera, dysentery, hepatitis A, typhoid fever, E. coli—are affected by
climate change.

Other disease related impacts of climate change include:




Water-borne disease outbreaks in the U.S., two
thirds of which have been preceded by extreme
precipitation events (such as we are having
now).
Warmer temperatures increase algal blooms
that infect seafood with neurotoxins (such as
last year’s closure of the crab season).

But the most shocking danger is extreme heat waves
“beyond the limit of human survival,” which will
become normal if carbon emissions are not
significantly reduced. On July 31, 2015, the heat index
(combination of temperature and humidity) in Bandar
Mahshahr, Iran, reached 165F. No human being can
live more than a few hours outdoors under those
conditions.
Recently, Al Gore quoted Jos Lelieveld, director of the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, who said, “In the
future, the climate in large parts of the Middle East and North Africa could render some regions
uninhabitable, which will surely contribute to the pressure to migrate.” “The refugee crisis that is now
destabilizing Europe could become significantly worse,” Gore said.
This dilemma can be solved by creating millions of jobs, lowering pollution, and limiting disease if we will
just put a price on fossil fuel emissions via a fee levied on coal, oil, and gas companies, and returning these
carbon dividends to the people in the form of one or all of the following; equal distribution to citizens, tax
reductions, and/or green infrastructure. Any politician who wants to be re-elected should support this.7

BIRDWALK COLUMN – Hilary Powers – Cormorants Come Back to Lake Merritt
The February Golden Gate Audubon 4th-Wednesday walk was
on the 22nd – as early as it gets - so it was a bit of a surprise to
see theDouble-crested Cormorants on the spot. Most of the ones
crowding the floats were beginning to show their bunny-ears
crests, and a few werefully developed, as was the one bird who’d
picked out a prime nest spot in the top of a dying tree. Besides
being first on the field, that one was unusual in having crests that
were not black like the majority of the local population and not
white like the minority either; they were at fine brindled pepperand-salt pattern, especially bushy and very distinguished.
Several Western Grebes - the big white-necked grebes with
mustard-yellowbills - swam with the scaup and Ruddy Ducks
toward the Embarcadero fountain end of the lake: the first of Photo by Lee Aurich: Double-Crested Cormorant
their species to show up here since March 2016. Up by the
islands, we saw one female Red-breasted Merganser and both a male and half a dozen female Common
Mergansers (instead of the several pairs of each seen in recent months). The change may indicate a drop in
salinity of the lake; Red-breasted Mergansers prefer salt water and Commons fresh, and with all this rain,
unusual amounts of fresh water have been flowing into the lake from the Embarcadero creeks and the street
drains.
Spring is definitely on the way. If the cormorants weren’t evidence
enough, some of the Ruddy Ducks have mostly turned ruddy, the
scaup drakes have shining white wings, and Hank-the-rescuepelican is growing his breeding bump in lonely solitude. The
Barrow’s Goldeneyes have departed. The rest of the winter visitors
are still here - but see them soon or wait for next November.
The welcome-to-the-walk talk was interrupted by a Nuttall’s
Woodpecker who showed off his fine ladder-pattern back and
brilliant red head in a tamarisk near the dome cage where we meet right at eye level, for a good long look with no neck strain. A couple
of other males appeared later in the morning too, and also a rarely
seen Downy Woodpecker. Yellow-rumped Warblers crowded the
trees in the park, along with so many loud crows we were sure there
had to be a raptor around, but we couldn’t find it and figured they
couldn’t be harassing the pair of California Scrub-Jays (note the
Nuttall's Woodpecker, Wikipedia
new name) that were watching them, so who knows?
Pure crowly mischief.
Not a tremendously busy day - only 39 species again, low for midwinter - but the clouds parted for welcome
gleams of sun and dropped no rain at all: yet another good day at Lake Merritt....
EDITOR: Katie Noonan – “The Tidings” is published by the Lake Merritt Institute (LMI) for the purpose
of publicizing the work of the organization, as well as providing articles of interest regarding the
environment, and natural and anthropological history of Lake Merritt, and its surroundings. Comments and
contributed articles are welcome. Please feel free to contact me directly: “ktnoon@gmail.com"
Further, this edition of “The Tidings” was published entirely with private funding donated to LMI, and not
with funds from the City of Oakland. To contribute to LMI, use PayPal at the LMI website
(lakemerrittinstitute.org) or send a check to: Lake Merritt Institute, 568 Bellevue Ave., Oakland, CA 946105026. LMI is a California State non-profit corporation; IRS Code 501(c)(3): EIN 94-3214160

RAY OF HOPE – Tributes to Ray Perman
Moving tributes to Ray Perman, The Tidings Editor and leader of the A-TEAM Volunteers have been sent
to me. I will share them here for email-subscribers. Thank you for sending them in.
Soon this feature will also provide good news about the lake, and the Oakland community, as Ray had
suggested.

Lake Song (for Ray)
by Susan Campodonico LMI volunteer

These days the murmuring lake heart
Of our used-to-be-dump-swamp
Beats more loudly, more proudly
With each passing year.
The lake heart murmur keeps
The steady beat of the changing tides,
Keeps our rhythm in tumultuous times.
It's the place we go
To celebrate the dance of weekend afternoons
The players, the music makers, the Tai Chi-ers.
It's the place we go
To visit Willy and remember how he kept watch on
His corner of the world with a broom and his blanket of things.
It's the place we go
To join broken hearts but hopeful hands in protest of the election of Trump,
Hands wrapped three times round.
It's the place we go
To make art altars to our loved ones carried away in a Ghost Ship.
And for some of us
It's a place to go
To make a difference, to be a warrior.
To wage war on styrofoam
And cellophane and plastic bags,
So that the lake murmur continues to beat,
Loudly and proudly and beautifully
To bind us together.
And one day came a world class warrior named Ray.
And for a short time we had the exquisitely good fortune
To make a difference along side of him.
He made us feel bigger, stronger.
And now for some of us
It's a place to go to remember that too.
It's amazing what happens at the lake.

Memories
by Lloyd Lavagetto, LMI Volunteer

I didn’t know Ray well, but his energy and giving nature were evident in our few conversations and short
emails. His generosity and spirit to improve things were brought home more vividly by the admiring words
of other volunteers at the Lake Merritt Institute who knew him much better and who were more familiar with
his efforts and contributions.
After his death, I read some of his words in the December 30, 2016 Compassion and ChoicesNewsletter that
said:
“I have this blessed period, this last phase of life in which the waves have stopped, in which the noise has
gone down and the value of conversations with my family members, with my friends, the exchange of a
simple smile, the observation of a common courtesy in a hallway takes on ten times the emotional value.”
Mostly an expression of love for his family and friends, I sense that his inclusion of the words “the exchange
of a simple smile, the observation of a common courtesy in the hallway” suggests his concern and affection
extended beyond family and friends to strangers and people in general. Perhaps it’s one of his gentle
admonitions to us or a “Ray of Hope” that everyone practice mutual respect and common courtesy and
benefit from it every day.
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HAPPENINGS AROUND THE LAKE AUDUBON BIRDWALKS AT THE LAKE: Join bird expert Hilary Powers any fourth Wednesday of the
month for a free “Birdwalk” at the lake. Muster at the geodesic bird cage near the Nature Center at 9:30 for
what are always fascinating introductions to lake birdlife.
CAMRON-STANFORD HOUSE: “Slough, Cesspool, City
Merritt.”Exhibit.Sundays 1-4 p.m. See: http://www.cshouse.org/
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